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Objective: Measures of drug use, 
law-abidance beliefs, sensation 
seeking, fear of victimization, 
high-risk group identification, 
self- protection needs and behav-
iors, and demographics were in-
vestigated as longitudinal predic-
tors of violence perpetration 
among 870 high-riak adolescents. 
Method: Self-reports from the 
aame youth were obtained 1-year 
apart. Results: In addition to 
V iolence perpetration among youth as a major concern among public health professionals because of the 
increase m number of such events com-
pared to 40 years ago, as well as the 
dramatic impact of these events.' In 1995, 
19% of all those arrested for violent crimes 
in the United States were 18 years old or 
younger, and homicide was the second 
leading cause of death among 15-to-24-
year-old youth.25 A better understanding 
of the prospective predtctors of violence 
perpetration may help tmprove our know!-
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baseline violence perpetration, 
marijuana uae, relatively youn1 
age, male sex, high-risk group 
self-identification, low perceived 
efficacy of the police department, 
and nonavoidance of dangeroua 
places predicted later perpetrated 
violence. Cone lusion: Personal and 
social facton beyond baseline vio-
lent behavior predict risk for fu. 
ture violent behavior. 
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edge of its etiology and suggest effective 
preventive interventions. 
Current knowledge indicates that pre· 
dictors of youth v1olence include several 
personal and social-environmental fac-
tors. a.s Personal vanables are behaviors 
or beliefs that reflect a person's inclina· 
lions, as opposed to direct interaction 
with a larger social environment. One 
personal variable is substance use. Those 
youth who are involved in some or mul 
tiple VIolent acts also tend to be problem 
drug users.' 6 8 One may conjecture 
whether or not this association is due to 
the compos1t10n of an illicit drug distnbu· 
tion system, direct effects on nervous 
system function, or other reasons. 
Another personal variable is one's be· 
liefs pertaining to law abidance. Youth 
may create ways of comprehending real-
ity that generate violent behavior. For 
example, law-abidance beliefs that de-
fend perpetration of illegal acts (such as 
drug use and drug dealing) may involve 
the same types of logic that defend or 
facilitate violent behavior, as an aspect of 
ra1 delinquency .6-10 A thir 
&t0:C,nal variable is alfect rela 
per h vanable is sensation seeku ~;0 like to do things that ar {rightenmg to have ~un, for ;xam1 
t out through VIOlence. In 
ac th who feel stressed or depr~ yo~pond more aggressively to :nal confl1cts.8 9 . 
SOCial-enVIrOnmental va~IB~ 
uths nnd the1r behaVIor watht 
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eocrceive others as hostile tow 
peay engage in aggressive fom 
11\ rotection. 7 I I 13 These percept 
P b"""'uent violent behavior, n su "'""" . . fiuenced by preVIOUS expene 
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to stay awoy from places that 
at1d who carry a weapon may be: 
to paruc1pate in violent behaVl 
Sttll other soc1al-env1r.onm• 
abies include demographt<:s. 1 
adolescents are involved m 1 
greater number of vi?len~ eve1 
several biopsychosoc1al mfluc 
behefs in physical prowess ~ 
one levels) .If' Youth from su 
homes and from a lower soc 
tatus are relativelr hketr to 
vtolence due to SOClal-envtron I advantages. Also, Afncan 
youths are more likely than ) 
other ethnic groups to be 
vtolence, probably d~c to gr• 
economtc related strams such 
pathways of econom1c opportl 
The PTeaent Study 
Th1s study explored perso 
ctal-environmental van9;ble' 
predict violence perpetration 
youth. Personal variables "' 
mto three types: dru~-use m• 
abidance-related behefs, ar 
lated measures. Social -en• 
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group 1denttfication measur 
tectlon measures, and dem• 
A baseline violence meas 
eluded as a variable in all pr< 
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1owledge indicates that pre-
.lth violence include several 
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Josed to direct interaction 
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1 One may conjecture 
>t this association is due to 
Jn of an illicit drug distnbu-
direct effects on nervous 
on, or other reasons. 
rsonal variable is one's be-
tg to law abidance. Youth 
ays of comprehending real· 
·rate violent behavior. For 
-abidance beliefs that de· 
tion of illegal acts (such as 
drug dealing) may involve 
tes of logic that defend or 
nt behavior, as an aspect of 
general delinquency.f>-10 A third type of 
personal variable is affect related. One 
such vartable 1s sensatlon seekmg. Youth 
v.:ho like to do things that are a little 
frighterung to have fun, for example, uught 
act out through vtolence.7 In addition, 
youth who feel stressed or depressed may 
respond more aggresswely to interper-
sonal conflicts.' 9 
Social-environmental variables place 
youths and their behavior within a larger 
SOClal context. For example, youth who 
perceive others as hostile toward them 
may engage in aggressive forms of self-
protectlon.7·11 13 These perceptions, and 
subsequent violent behavior, may be in-
nuenced by preVIOUS expenences with 
bemg victimized by others, as wns found 
by Cooley-Quille and colleagues.'• Other 
soc1al-env1ronmental vanables include 
one's peer group and methods of self-
protection. Youth who have belonged to a 
h1gh-nsk group such as a gang might act 
out through violence as an express1on of 
group nonns.713 In addiuon,youth who fail 
to stay away from places that are unsafe 
and who carry a weapon may be more likely 
to parttcipate in violent behavior.1·1 •15 
Sull other social-environmental van-
abies mclude demographiCS. Older male 
• adolescents are involved in a relatively 
greater number of violent events, due to 
several biopsychosocial influences (e .g., 
beliefs in physical prowess or testoster-
one levels) ."' Youth from single-parent 
homes and from a lower socioeconomic 
status are relatively likely to perpetrate 
VIolence due to social-environmental dis-
advantages. Also , Afncan American 
l 
youths are more likely than youths from 
other ethnic groups to be involved in 
VIOlence, probably due to greater socio-
economic-related strains such as blocked 
pathways of economic opportunity.1·9•1l 13 
1 The Preaent Study This study explored personal and so-
cial-environmental variables that may 
predict violence perpetration in htgh-risk 
youth. Personal variables were divided 
into three types: drug-use measures, law 
abidance-related beliefs, and affect-re-
lated measures. Social-environmental 
variables were divtded into 4 types: vic-
timization-related measures, high-nsk 
group identification measures, self-pro-
tection measures, and demographics . 
A baseline violence measure was in-
cluded as a variable in all prediction mod-
Am J Hulth Bebavrw 1999;23(5):332-344 
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This study explored 
personal and social-
environmental variables 
that may predict violence 
perpetration tn high-risk 
youth. 
els for 2 reasons. F1rst, the best pred1ctor 
of future behavior is past beh avtor .17 18 
Second, to 1dentify whether other vari-
ables can predict risk of future vtolence 
perpetratiOn independently of their link 
to baseline violence perpetration, it is 
necessary to control for baseline violence 
perpetration 10 the analyses. 
These measures were administered to 
a longitud10al cohort of cont10untion htgh 
school youth from 21 schools at baseline 
and 1 year later . Continuation high 
schools were first established in 1919 
based on the Cahformn Educo.llonaJ Code 
(Section 48400), which requires Califor-
nia youth (< 18 years of age) to have con-
tmumg (part-time) education. Contmua-
tion high school youth have transferred 
out of the regular system (comprehensive 
high school) due to functional problems 
(e.g., Jack of cred1ts, truancy, violent be-
havior, drug use) ."~ 20 These youth are an 
appropriate population in which to exam-
ine the prospective pred1ction of violence 
because such behavior is bkely to occur 
more frequently than 10 a low-risk sample, 
yet sufficient variation in violence ex1sts 
to be able to examine covanation among 
predictors and self-reported v1olence 1 
year later. 
METHODS 
School Selection 
A total of 29 school districts from a 5-
county regton of southern California were 
recruited for participation in a previously 
conducted study using a procedure ap-
proximatiOg random selection.:u Each of 
those cooperating districts contained one 
continuation high school. Twenty-one 
continuation high schools were selected 
from that pool for participahon in the 
present study by eliminating schools with 
atypical student-enrollment size (fewer 
than 50 or more than 500 students). 
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Pred.tcuon of Adolescent Violence 
Subjects (n=962 pretested 
students) varied from 14 
to 19 years of age at 
baseline ... 
Subjects 
Subjects (n • 962 pretested students) 
varied from 14 to 19 years of age at 
baseline; 93% of this sample was 16 to 18 
years old (mean age•16.7 years, SD•0.8). 
The sample was 55% male, 37% whhe, 
49% Launo, 4% Asian American, 8% Afn-
can Amencan, and 2% Native Amencan; 
only 1.2% of the sample reported a prefer-
ence for a language other than Engltsh ; 
46% hved wnh both parents; apprmamately 
60% of youths' parents completed htgh 
school, and modal occupattons were 
sktlled or semtslulled laborers among the 
fathers (42%), and mmor professiOnals or 
small busmess owners among the moth-
ers (31 %). A total of 70% of the sample 
reported havtng perpetrated some type of 
violent act agwnst another person or prop-
erty in the previous year. 
Data Collec tion 
Prior to baseltne survey administra-
tion, all students tn the accessible classes 
were asked to have their parents stgn and 
return an mtemal review board-approved 
consent form provtdtng wntten permts-
ston or refusal for parttcipation m any 
part of the testmg. For all students who did 
not return a stgned form , attempts were 
made by proJect staff to contact the parent 
by telephone to describe the study and 
obtwn verbal permtssion or refusal. 
Baseltne measures were collected dur-
mg single classroom sessions dunng regu-
lar school hours from October 1994 to July 
1995. Different measures were placed in 
three different quesuonnaire "sections." 
Demographic and drug use-related items 
were placed in a core section, which was 
always at the beg~nning of the surveys. 
Psychosoctal items, such as sensation 
seek.tng, were placed in a psychosocial 
sectton of the quesllonnaire. Knowledge 
and beltef ttems were among those placed 
tn a knowledge sectton. The psychosocial 
and knowledge sectton placement order 
was rotated at baseline. Questtonna1re 
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forms were randomly distributed to sub. 
jects withm classrooms. The questton-
natre completion rate was suffictently 
htgh (84%) that a flXed ttem order was 
used at 1-year follow-up . 
A follow-up data collecuon effort was 
completed an average 13.5 months after 
the basehne (SD•1.7 months) and serves 
as the outcome endpoirtt for the present 
analysis. Follow-up surveys were admm 
istered in several different ways. If a 
targeted student was still enrolled at the 
continuation high school (23% of those 
surveyed), project staff (previously un-
known to the student) went to the school 
and surveyed that student using a paper 
and-pencil questionnaire. The majontv 
of follow-up students (77%) were surveyed 
by telephone usmg an interview format 
Project staff (prev10usly unknown to the 
student) contacted the subjects by tele-
phone, read the quest10nnwre ttems to 
them, and recorded their response on a 
survey form. Survey ttems and response 
categones were identtcal to the m-school 
questtonna1re format, and subject re 
sponses generally consisted of innocuous 
words, such as numbers, letters, agree 
disagree, or true-false. All collectton efforts 
were stopped after 4 months of attempting 
to followup a given subject (mean number 
of follow-up days•25.8, SD• 32.9 days). 
Of the pretested students, 1 ,587 (79%) 
provided parental consent allowing a re 
surveying of the student in the future . 
The homes of 76% of the targeted sample 
were reached at the 1-year follow-up. How 
ever, 6% of the students were not avail-
able for mtervtew after repeated attempts, 
and 3% of the youth or thetr parents 
refused to conttnue partic1patton. Sue 
cessful resurveymg of 1,074 (67%) of the 
target follow-up sample was achieved. The 
follow-up measurement rate obtwned m 
this study ts comparable to that obtwned 
with traditional school samples at 1 -year 
follow-up as documented in a revtew by 
Hansen and colleagues.22 
The retained sample size for the present 
analyses varied between 808 and 962, 
depending on the statistical model. Attri-
tion an~yses indicated that there were 
no statistically significant baseline value 
dtfferences on any variable assessed for 
thts study between subjects measured at 
both occastons and all those measured at 
basehne.23 24 Thus, the analysts sample 
approxtmated a random subsample of 
baseltne subjects, mdtcatmg good exter-
i 
l 
I 
• 
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or "damaged or stolen : 
property on purpose?• T~ 
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seven ttems. Three ongt 
pertamed to theft or ~ropet 
combmed mto one 1tem. 
pertained to threatenmg 
out a weapon was delete 
1tems were worded exactly 
nal measure. At follow-L 
sample reported having u: 
tnJUre someone, 20% repol 
a weapon to threaten so 
ported having attacked 
cally, and 31% reported , 
or stolen someone else 1 
property-destruction item 
related with the others 
(ttem-total measure corr< 
the pattern of all results 
the same whether or ~ 
included. Thus, we retat 
the measure. 
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etested students, 1 ,587 (79%1 
rental consent allowing a re· 
f the student in the future 
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:i at the 1-year follow-up. How 
the students were not avrul 
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the youth or thetr parents , 
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rveying of 1,07 4 (6 7%) of the 
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nal school samples at !-year 
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n the statistical model. Attri· 
s indicated that there were 
Uy sigruficant basehne value 
•n any variable assessed for 
etween subjects measured at 
ns and all those measured at 
Thus, the analysis sample 
d a random subsample of 
~ects, mdtcating good exter-
l 
na1 validity for analyses to be completed. 
In addition, the confidenual data collected 
b~ telephone d1d not differ from the full 
s8Jnple, and those measured by telephone 
at follow-up did not differ m theu baseline 
m-person reports from those measured 
anonymously at baselme.:u 14 
Measure• 
The measures presented include a vio-
lence-perpetration measure, personal 
measures (current drug use , law-
abidance beliefs, and affect related), and 
social-environmental vanables (fear of 
~ictimization/vicltmtzation related, peer-
group identificatton, self-protection, de-
mographics) . To estabhsh internal con-
51stency on measures composed of two 
1tems, a Pearson's r correlallon was used, 
and when the sample conststed of three 
or more Items, Cronbach's alpha was cal-
culated. 
Violence-Perpetration Measure 
VIolence perpetratton was an mdex 
adapted from the 1981 Momtoring the 
Future survey form 21~ (Cronbach's al-
pha• .82) and consisted of the mean re-
sponse of four 6-pomt items (response 
anchors ranged from •never• to •5 or more") 
that assessed •tn the last 12 months, how 
many times have you": Mused a weapon 
like a knife, gun, or club to inJure some-
one?", "used a weapon like a knife, gun or 
club to threaten a person?", •slapped, 
punched, kicked, or beaten up someone?", 
or •damaged or stolen someone else's 
property on purpose?• The ongmal vto-
lence-perpetration measure consisted of 
seven items. Three origmal ttems that 
pertained to theft or property damage were 
combined into one ttem. One 1tem that 
pertained to threatenmg someone Wlth-
out a weapon was deleted. The other 3 
ttems were worded exactly as in the origi-
nal measure. At follow-up, 16% of the 
sample reported having used a weapon to 
injure someone, 20% reported having used 
a weapon to threaten someone, 58% re-
ported having attacked someone physi-
cally, and 31% reported having damaged 
or stolen someone else's property. The 
property-destructiOn item was htghly cor-
related with the others m the measure 
(item-total measure correlatton•.56), and 
the pattern of all results to be reported is 
the same whether or not this 1tem ts 
mcluded. Thus, we retwned thts Item in 
the measure. 
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The baseline sample 
reported a mean of .40 
(SD=O. 82) hard drugs 
used in the last 30 days. 
Pe rs ona l Measures 
Current Druc-use Measure s 
To access current drug-usc behavior at 
baseline, subjects were asked •How many 
ttmes in the last month have you used .. ! 
each of etght different drug categories. 
Questions were directed to frequency of 
u e of "ctgarettes," •alcohol,• •marijuana,• 
•cocame (crack)," "hallucinogens (LSD, 
acid, mushrooms),• •sttmulants (tee, 
speed, amphetammes),• •mhnlants (rush, 
nitrous),• and •other drugs (depressants, 
PCP, steroid , herotn, etc.). • Eleven re-
spon e chotces were offered on each tlem; 
the first chotec was •o•, and other re-
sponse chotces were provided increasmg 
in mtervals of 10 (e.g., "1-10 times,• "11-
20 times") with n last category being •91-
1 00+ times." A total of 57%, 65%, and 55% 
of the baseline sample reported use of 
cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana in the 
last 30 days. Cigarette, alcohol, and mari-
juana use were standardized and mea-
sured as separate items. The remaining 
5 items were standardized and averaged 
to form an tll1 c1t-drug-use index at 
basehne (Cronbach's alpha•.82). A total of 
31% of the basehne sample reported use 
of a hard drug m the last 30 days. In 
addttion, current use of the 5 remrunmg 
illictt drugs was re coded as binary cur-
rent use items, and the1r mean composed 
an mdex of how many of these drugs the 
subjects used at least once m the last 30 
days . The basehne sample reported a 
mean of .40 (SD•0.82) hard drugs used in 
the last 30 days. The test-retest reliabil-
ity of these measures has been previ-
ously demonstrated.26 These items are of 
the format used by the Monitoring the 
Future Study. A final, sixth drug-use re-
lated measure was addictton concern, a 
2-item mdex that assessed concern about 
becomtng a drug addict or alcoholtc 
(r•.63).17 
Law-Abidance Beliefs 
Ftve bmary variables mcluded items 
335 
Prediction of Adolescent Violence 
The sensation-seeking 
measure consisted of ll 
true-false items from the 
Zuckerman-Kuhlman 
Personality 
Questionnaire. 
such as "Frank was very drunk; he walked 
by the car of a schoolmate he does not 
like. He scratched the paint near the car 
door with his keys. Was he responsible?'" 
Responses included "yes· versus "no, the 
schoolmate probably had it coming, the 
car's insured anyway." Another example 
is "When one gets into trouble with the 
authorities because of drug use .. ."; re-
sponses included "the authorities often 
are picking on someone they don't like" 
versus "the authorities are trying to pro-
tect people from harm! A final, sixth law-
abidance belief consisted of two 4-point 
items that assessed the degree to which 
one perceives that drug use is "wrong" 
and they would feel "guilty" if they used 
drugs (morality of drug use; r=.59). 
Affect Related 
The sensation-seeking measure con-
sisted of 11 true-false items from the 
Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality Ques-
tionnaire. 28 One item included "I like 
doing things for the thrill of it" as an 
example (Cronbach's alpha=.75). Per-
ceived stress included 3 binary items: "In 
the last month, I have often been upset 
because of something that happened," "In 
the last month, I have often felt unable to 
control the important things in my life," 
and "In the last month, I have often felt 
nervous and stressed" (adapted from the 
Perceived Stress Scale (Cronbach 's al-
pha=.68) .29 Three of the original 14 per-
ceived-stress items were retained, and 
responses were changed from a rating 
scale format to binary responses, for 
easier completion by adolescents. Depres-
sion in the last week was measured by 
calculating the mean score on the 20-
item Center for Epidemiological Studies-
Depression Scale, CES-0.30 The 4 re-
sponse choices ranged from "rarely or 
none of the time (less than 1 day)" to "most 
336 
of the time (5-7 days)" (Cronbach's a1-
pha=.84). 
Social-environmental Variables 
Victimization-related Measures 
Three measures were assessed. The 
violence-victimization measure was an 
index adapted from the 1981 Monitoring 
the Future survey-form 2 in the same 
way as the current violence-perpetration 
measure.25 (Cronbach's alpha•.77), and 
consisted of four, 6-point items that as-
sessed being injured with a weapon 
threatened with a weapon, injured by 
someone without a weapon, or having had 
property damaged or stolen in the last 12 
months. We were also interested in as- " 
sessing perceived vulnerability to future 
victimization, which was not included in 
the Monitoring the Future survey. There-
fore, we created our own measure, using 
the same format as the perpetration and 
victimization measures. It consisted of 
four 4-point items that assessed perceived 
likelihood of being injured with a weapon, 
threatened with a weapon, injured by 
someone without a weapon, or having 
one's property damaged or stolen in the 
next 12 months (Cronbach's alpha•.81). 
Finally, perceptions regarding the effi-
cacy of the police department was mea-
sured with one 5-point item, "In your 
opinion, how often is the police depart-
ment effective in protecting you from 
crime?" ("never" to "always") . This one 
item was measured at the 1-year follow-
up, whereas all other items were mea-
sured at baseline. This item was included 
because it provided a measure of trust of 
institutionalized protection agent s . Al-
though this was not a prospective mea-
sure, it was theoretically useful, and the 
results of the study on other variables did 
not change by not including it. 
risk" and all others were co< 
high-risk~ .11 Examples of n 
groups are "jocks (athletes): 
•popular (socials, preppies)." 
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High-risk Group Identification 
Two measures were included. One item 
asked if the subject had ever been a 
member of a gang (not a tagging crew) and 
was coded as yes or no. A total of 25% of the 
sample reported having ever been a mem-
ber of a gang. The second item asked the 
subject which one group or clique the 
subject currently most identified with 
from a list of 17 group names. Those 5 
groups that were high risk (ie, "rappers 
(rap club)," "stoners (burnouts, druggies)." 
"heavy metalers (rockers)." "gang mem-
ber," or "taggers") were coded as "high-
a high-risk group also re1= 
ever been in a gang. 
Self-protection . 
Nine measures were me 
• these measures were ass 
I sponse to the question "He you done each of these thir year to feel more safe?" ( 
I sponses ranged from "neveJ One measure, weapon carl) of the mean of three 5-poin 
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a knife," or "carry a gun 
alpha•.75). The other. 8 n 
assessed as separate 1tems 
ing alone," "stay away fro· 
might hurt you," "not go t 
cause you thought it mig 
ous," "avoid fights," "stay a\1 
that you think are unsafe 
or other drugs to feel more 
a.tely not use alcohol or otht 
aware" and "work out to 
strength or take self-defe 
These items originally w 
through a previous sclf-re1 
ing open-ended items (n•SO 
data) . Means of self-protect 
safe were assessed. In that 
protection responses had t 
Those 11 responses that ' 
subjects' control, and were 
least 20% of the sample, w 
further study. 
{ 
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Demographics 
Eight measures were :a 
years was derived from b1r 
was assessed. Ethnicity · 
four bmary variables as W 
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ng injured with a weapon 
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thout a weapon, or having had 
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e were also interested in as-
·ceived vulnerability to future 
n, which was not included 111 
ing the Future survey. There-
:ated our own measure, using 
>rma t as the perpetration and 
on m easures. It consisted or 
: items that assessed perceived 
f being injured with a weapon, 
with a weapon, injured by 
•ithout a weapon, or having 
rty damaged or stolen in the 
mths (Cronbach 's alpha=.81). 
rceptions regarding the effi-
police depa rtment was mea-
one 5-point item, "In your 
w often is the police depart· 
tive in protecting you from 
ever" to "alw ays"). This one 
teasured a t t he 1-year follow-
s all other items were mea-
seline. This item was included 
>rovided a m easure of trust of 
tlized protection agents. AI· 
was not a prospective mea· 
; theoretically useful, and the 
,e study on other variables did 
by not including it. 
: Group Ide ntification 
;ures were included. One item • 
•e subject had ever been a 
, gang {not a tagging crew) and 
s yes or no. A total of 25% of the 
rted having ever been a mem-
tg. The second item asked the 
ch one group or clique the 
-rently most identified with 
of 17 group names . Those 5 
were high risk {ie, "rappers 
'stoners {burnouts, druggies),w 
tiers {rockers}," "gang mem-
ggersB) were coded as "high-
n~ and all others were coded as •non-
tugh-risk" .21 Examples of non-high -risk 
groups are •jocks (athletes): "brains: and 
•popular (socials, preppies) .• This list of 
names was developed from a series of 
studies tha t began as open-ended coding 
of names and subsequently involved 
closed-ended categories. In the present 
study, as opposed to some previous work 
that examined multiple general groups, 21 
a simple high-risk/non-high -risk group 
dichotomy was used. A total of 26% of the 
sample reported currently identifying with 
a high-risk group. A total of 44% of those 
who had reported ever being in a gang also 
reported identification with a high-risk 
group. Conversely, a total of 43% of those 
who reported current identification with 
a high-risk group a lso reported having 
ever been in a gang. 
Self- protectio n 
Nine measures were included. All of 
these measures were assessed in re-
sponse to the question "How often have 
you done each of these things in the last 
year to feel more safe?" (Pive-point re-
sponses ranged from "never" to a lways.") 
One measure, weapon carrying, consisted 
of the mean of three 5-point items, "carry 
a blunt object such as a ba t or club," "carry 
a knife," o r "carry a gun" (Cronbac h's 
alpha=.75). ihe other 8 measures were 
assessed as separate items: "avoid walk-
ing alone," "stay away from people who 
might hurt you," "not go to a party, be-
cause you thought it might be danger-
ous," "avoid fights," "stay away from places 
that you think are unsafe," "use alcohol 
or other drugs to feel more safe," "deliber-
ately not use alcohol or oth er drugs to stay 
aware," and "work out to build muscle 
strength or take self-defense training." 
These items origina lly were generated 
through a previous self-report study, us-
mg open-ended items {n=504 ; unpublished 
data) . Means of self-protection to feel more 
safe were assessed. ln that study, 22 self-
protection responses had been generated. 
Those 11 responses that were within the 
subjects' control, and were endorsed by at 
least 20% of the sample, were retained for 
further study. 
Demographics 
Eight measures were assessed. Age in 
years was derived from birth date. Gender 
was assessed. Ethnicity was coded into 
four binary variables as White/non-White, 
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A total of 44% of those 
who had reported ever 
being in a gang also 
reported identification 
with a high-risk group. 
Latinof non-Latino , African American/ 
non -African American and Other 
ethnicity (ie, Asian or Native American)/ 
non -Other ethnicity . Socioeconomic sta-
tus was measured through use of a 4-
itcm rating scale-type index,31 based on a 
weighted score of parent edu cation (two, 6 
forced-choice scales) and occupation (two, 
9 forced-ch oice sca les), averaged over 
mother a nd father (Cronbach's a lpha•.68). 
Socioeconomic sta tus was composed very 
similarly to the original measure, except 
tha t "location in city" was not coded along 
with education and occupation, and both 
fa ther's and mother 's education a nd oc-
cupation were coded as opposed to only 
the head of the household to account for 
the greater current prevalence of 2-in-
come homes. Finally, living si tua tion was 
coded to assess whether or not one was 
living with both parents (or s tepparents) . 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Three-Stage Prediction o f Drug Use 
A 3-stage general linear model (GLM) 
analysis protocol was completed on pro-
spective da ta . .l2 In all models calcula ted, 
the dependent variable was violence per-
petration. Also, violence perpetration was 
measu red both a t baseline (as a predictor) 
and a t 1-year postbaseline in all models. 
First-stage models. The first set of 1-
year prospective mode ls examined the 
prediction of violence perpetration from 
baseline perpetration and each predictor 
examined s ingly (ie, 15 pe r sonal vari-
ables and 22 social-environmental vari-
ables). These prospective 2-predictor mod-
els permitted elimination of those vari-
ables that did not have a direct effect on 
later perpetration, controlling for baseline 
perpetration. The Ns in the addiction-
concern and socioeconomic-statu s mod-
els were 855 and 899, respectively; the Ns 
on all other of these models varied from 
927 to 962. All model Fs(2,N- 1) were sig-
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TABLE 1 
Predicting Violence Perpetration From Personal 
or Social-environmental Variables 
Predictor 
Personal Variables 
Addiction concern 
Current cigarette smoking 
Current alcohol use 
Current marijuana use 
Current hard drug use 
Number of hard drugs currently used 
"Probably had it coming· belief 
"Authorities pick on people" belief 
"It's no big deal to break the law" belief 
"People who suspended her, too rigid" belief 
"Drug dealing is okay• belief 
Morality of drug use 
Sensation seeking 
Perceived stress 
Depression 
Social-environmental Variables 
Fear of victimization 
Victimization 
Not trust police 
Self-identify with high-risk group 
Ever member of gang 
Not avoid walking alone 
Not stay away from dangerous people 
Go to a dangerous party 
Not avoid fights 
Not stay away from unsafe places 
Use alcohol or drugs to feel safe 
Not use alcohol or drugs to stay aware 
Work out for self-defense 
Carry a weapon 
Younger age 
Male gender 
White ethnicity 
African American ethnicity 
Latino ethnicity 
Other ethnicity 
Live with parents or step-parents 
Lower socioeconomic status 
Note. +p<.1, 'P<.05, ''p<.01, ... p<.001 
nificant at p<.OOl (Fs ranged from 114.76 
to 136.02; R-squares ranged from .20 to 
. 23), due to the predictive effects of 
baseline perpetration (effect Fs ranged 
from 137.93 to 260.58) . Twenty-one of 37 
other predictor Fs were significant at 
p< .OS, and 1 additional test was margin-
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Effect F 
6.30 .. 
15.63'" 
s.os· 
19.07" .. 
13.29''' 
16.92' .. 
<1.00 
1.17 
1.36 
<1 .00 
3.10+ 
11 .98'" 
4.24' 
2.06 
<1.00 
16.57'" 
12.21'" 
26.64'" 
21 .18'' ' 
6 .78" 
<1.00 
5.69' 
<1.00 
7.39" 
1 0.89"' 
1.33 
<1.00 
<1.00 
10.48'" 
16.27"' 
11 .30"' 
1.79 
4.24' 
<1.00 
<1 .00 
<1.00 
4.21' 
ally significant. Only 2 such tests would 
have been significant at p< .OS by chance 
a lone. These results are shown in Table 1 . 
Second-stage models . The second 
stage of analysis placed a ll significant 
predictors from the first-stage models in 
simultaneous multivariable regression 
' 
,. 
L 
Predicting Violence 
Perpetr 
ModelF 
33.42''' 
ModeiF 
78.88' .. 
ModelF 
91 .03' .. 
ModelF 
78.88''' 
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R2 
.25 
R2 
.23 
R2 
.25 
R2 
.25 
Drug Ut 
Addictio 
Current 
Current 
Current 
Current 
Numbe1 
Fear of 
Fear of 
Victlmi; 
Not tru: 
Hlgh-ri 
Self-idE 
Everm 
Self-pt 
Not stE 
Not av 
Not SIE 
Carry 
Demo 
Young 
Male ! 
Africa1 
Lower 
Note. +p<.1, 'p<.05, ••p<.C 
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abidance beliefs, and affect 
than 1 significant predicto1 
was found only for d~g 
measures had been Sign 
first-s tage analysis). Onl 
abidance-belief measures 
nificant (ie, morality of d 
only sensation seelcing ha 
cant in the first-stage mo< 
affect-re la ted measures. 
Of 4 social -environ~et 
(fear of victimization/ vtct 
group, self-protecti~~· and 
more tha n l sigmflcant 
category was found for r: 
tion (3 of 5 measures he 
cant), peer group (2 of 2 
been significant), self-pro 
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TABLE 2 
Predicting Violence Perpetration One Year Later From Baseline 
Perpetration and Other Predictor Sets 
ModeiF 
33.42 ... 
R2 
.23 
Drug Use Predictor Set Effects 
Addiction concern 1. 70 
2.33 
<1.00 
3.70' 
<1 .00 
<1.00 
Current cigarette smoking 
Current alcohol use 
Current marijuana use 
Current hard drug use 
Number of hard drugs used currently 
ModeiF 
78.88'" 
R2 
.25 
Fear of VIctimization/Victimization Predictor Set Effects 
Fear of victimization 8.73" 
3.86' 
24.50'" 
VIctimization 
Not trust pohce 
ModeiF 
91 .03''' 
R2 
.23 
High-risk Peer Group Predictor Set Effects 
Self-Identify with high-risk group 17 . 15"' 
4.67' Ever member of gang 
Model F 
78.88'" 
R2 
.25 
Self-protection Predictor Set Effects 
Not stay away from dangerous people 
Not avoid fights 
<1.00 
<1.00 
4.45' 
8 .20" 
Not stay away from unsafe places 
Carry a weapon 
ModeiF 
59.87"' 
R2 
.25 
Demographics Predictor Set Effects 
Younger age 21 .32'" 
17.64'" 
4.50' 
2.45 
Male gender 
African-American ethnicity 
Lower socioeconomic status 
Note. +p<.1, 'p<.05, ••p<.01, ... p<.001 
models, grouped by personal and social -
environmental substantive categories. Of 
3 personal categorie s (drug use, law-
abidance beliefs, and affect related), more 
than l significant predictor in a category 
was found only for drug u se (six of 6 
measures ha d been significant in the 
first-stage analysis) . Only 1 of 6 law-
abidance-belief measures had been sig-
nificant (ie, morality of drug use), and 
only sensation seeking had been signi fi -
cant in the first-stage models among the 
affect-related measures. 
Of 4 social-environmental categories 
(fear of victimization/ victimization, peer 
group, self-protection, and demographics) , 
more than 1 significant predictor in a 
category was found for fear of victimiza-
tion (3 of 5 measures had been signifi-
cant), peer group (2 of 2 measures had 
been significant), self-protection (4 of 9 
Am J Health Bebav""' 1999;23(5):332-344 
measures ha d been significant) , and de-
mographics (4 of 8 measures had been 
Significant) . To the extent that a variable's 
coeffic1ent in these 4 models decreases 
from those of the first-stage model, the 
variable's influence must be either indi-
rect, through 1 or more other predictor 
variables correlated with 1t m these mod-
els, or spurious. 
The results of the 1-year prospective 
models are shown in Table 2. Baseline 
perpe tra tion was a significant predictor 
in all models (Fs• l93.20, 152. 12, 161.00, 
103.98, and 110.23, all ps< .OOl; ns• 899, 
808, 937, 910, and 939, respectively) . In 
the drug-use model, only current mari-
Juana use was a significant predictor. 
Those who reported greater marijuana 
use were relatively likely to report having 
perpetra ted v1olence the next year. All 3 
fear -of-victimizatiOn I vict1mizallon mea-
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TABLE 3 
One-year Prospective, Multivariable Prediction 
of Violence Perpetration (n=868) 
ModeiF R2 Predictor Effect 
24.83... .29 Baseline perpetration 
Current marijuana use 
Morality of drug use 
Sensation seeking 
Fear of VICtimization 
Vict1m1zat1on 
Not trust pollee 
Identify w1th high-risk group 
Ever member of gang 
Not stay away from unsafe places 
Carry a weapon 
Younger age 
Male gender 
Afncan Amencan ethmcrty 
Note. +p<.1, •p<.OS, ••p<.01 , ... P<.001 
sures were stgmficant predictors of vto 
lence perpetration. In the peer-group pre-
dictor set, both self-identification with a 
htgh-risk group and ever being a member 
of a gang were stgnificant predtctors of 
vtolence perpetration. Among the self-
protectton measures, weapon carrytng 
and tendency to not stay away from places 
that one thinks are unsafe were signtfi-
cant predtctors. Ftnally, among the demo-
graphtc measures, age, gender, and Afri-
can Amencan ethntctty were significant 
predtctors. Those who were relatively 
young, male, and of African Amencan 
ethmcity were relattvely hkely to report 
VIolence perpetratton the next year. 
Third-stage model. The third stage of 
analysts placed all stgnificant predictors 
from the first- and second-stage models 
in the same simultaneous multtvariable 
regression model. To the extent that a 
vanable's coefficient in this model de-
creases from those of the first-stage or 
second-stage models, the variable's influ-
ence must be etther tndJrect, through 1 
or more other predtctor variables corre-
lated wtth it tn thts model, or spunous. 
Manjuana use, morahty of drug use, sen 
sauon seeking, fear of VIctimization, vtc-
umization , not beltevmg that the poltce 
340 
47.9s··· 
a .2s·· 
<1.00 
<1.00 
2.80+ 
3.33+ 
10.52 ... 
6.61 •• 
<1 00 
3.69• 
<1.00 
13.47" .. 
3.7o· 
3.57+ 
Cumulative 
Effect- I of 
Significant 
Predictors 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
25% 
31 % 
39% 
51% 
63% 
78% 
87% 
93% 
department is effective in protecting one 
from crime , self-identifica tion with a high-
risk group, report of ever being in a gang, 
weapon carrying, tendency to not avoid 
dangerous locations, age, gender, and Af-
rican Amencan ethnicity were entered 
as predtctors. The results of the I year 
prospecttve multtvanab1e model are 
shown in Table 3. Baseline vtolence per-
petratton, current manjuana usc, not 
believing that the police department is 
effective tn protecting one from cnme, 
self-identtficattOn with a htgh-nsk group, 
tendency to not avotd dangerous loca-
tiOns, relattvcly young age, and male gen 
der were the significant predictors (p<.OS). 
Fear of vtcttmizauon, vicllmtzalton, and 
Afncan Amencan ethnicity were on ly 
marginal predtctors (p<. 1). 
Cumulative Effect Analysis 
The observed probability of being above 
the median on vtolence perpetratiOn 1 
year later by number of stgntftcant 
basehne multtvariable predtctors was 
calculated. Thts analysis was completed 
to conform wtth earher work that states 
that the more drug-related •nsk factors" 
one ts exposed to, the more Likely one wtll 
use drugs later on. 13•33 To do thts analysts, 
medtan split of violence pe ~th ume points __ and of sigr 
redtctors (manJuana use, ~epartment measure, high-ri: 
tdenufication, tende~cy not t 
crous places, relauvely yot 
gender) was completed. Then ~ of subjects above the m 
vtolence perpetration at lb-¥ 
was calculated across com 11 
stgntficant multi_variable_ p~ 
elusion of margmal~y ~tgntf 
tors from the m~lu~anable 
not improve predtcllon. Th 
ntficnnt predictors at p<.O! 
models were retained for t1 
The prospective, cumulat 
suits arc shown in Table ~­
ttY of bemg above the medta 
perpetratton reports 1 yeru 
from 25% to 93%, dependir 
or not the subject was ~bo' 
on v1olence perpetra~ton 
mnrtJuuno use at baseltne, E 
the medtan on age, belte 
pollee department is effectt 
10g one from crime, reportt 
fytng wtth a high-risk grou 
tendency to avoid danger< 
and reporting bemg femnlt 
DISCUSSION 
The 2-predictor first-sta 
dtcated that all drug us< 
abies morality of drug \. 
seek1~g. fear of victimtza.t 
tton Jack of trust of poltc< 
age~ts tdenttfication wit 
group, gang membership, n• 
from dangerous people or pi 
mg fights, carrying a we£ 
young age, male gender, 
can ethntctty, and relat~v 
economtc status all predtc 
perpetration. Thts patten 
conststent wtth prevtous st 
gests that vtolence-perpe 
tor reflects being embedde 
mtlteu in which drug use 
and getting hurt . and hur 
normative behaviOr amor 
economtc status males, P 
can Amencans. 
The second-stage mu 
models tndicated that aJ 
use-related variables, rna 
ma1ned the only 
nonredundant predtctor. 
1zatton, victimization, ar 
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s effective in protecting one 1 
;eJf-tdentification wtth a high-
~port of ever being in a gang, I 
ymg, tendency to not avoid 
cations, age, gender, and Af. 
::an ethniclly were entered 
;. The results of the 1-year 
multtvanable model are 
:>le 3. Basehne vtolence per- ( 
1rrent manjuana use, not 
t the pohce department ts 
:>rotectmg one from cnme, I 
uon wtth a h1gh -nsk group, 
not avotd dangerous loca-
ly young age, and male gen-
il~tficant pre~tctors (p< .05). l 
mzatton, vtcttmtzatlOn, and 
ncan ethmcity were only jictors (p<.l). 
e Effect Analys is 
!d probability of bemg above 
:m VIOlence perpetratiOn 1 
'Y number of s1gmficant 
ltivanable predtctors was 
1is analysts was completed 
1th earher work that states 
· drug-related ·nsk factors• 
I to, the more likely one wtll 
r on.•J.l.l To do thts analysts, 
a medtan split of V1olence perpetration at 
bOth ume points and of sjgntficant other 
predictors (manJuana use, the police-
d~ent measure, tugh-nsk group self-
1dennficauon, tendency not to av01d dan-
gerous places, relattvely young age, and 
gender) was completed. Then, the percent-
age of subjects above the median level of 
violence perpetration at 1-year follow-up 
was calculated across combinations of the 
51g:nificant multivariable predictors. (In -
clusion of marginally significant predic-
tors from the multivariable model does 
not improve prediction. Thus, only sig-
nificant predictors at p<.05 from these 
models were retamed for this analysis.) 
The prospecttve, cumula ttve effect re-
sults are shown m Table 3. The probabil-
1ty of bemg above the medtan on violence-
perpetratiOn reports I year later varied 
from 25% to 93%, dependmg on whether 
or not the subject was above the median 
on vtolence perpetratiOn and curren t 
mmJuana use at basehne, and was below 
the medtan on age, behevmg that the 
pollee department tS effecuve m protect-
mg one from crime, rcporttng not tdenti-
fying with a high -nsk group, reporting a 
tendency to av01d dangerous locations, 
and reporting being female. 
DISCUSSION 
The 2-predic tor first-stage models in-
dicated that a ll drug use-related vari-
ables, moraltty of drug use, sensation 
seeking, fear of victimization, VICtimiza-
tion, lack of trust of pohce as protectton 
agents, tdenttficat1on wtth a htgh -risk 
group, gang membersh1p, not s taying away 
from dangerous people or places, not avOid-
mg fights, carrymg a weapon, relattvely 
young age, male gender, African Amen-
carl ethnic1ty, and relattvely low socio-
economic status all predict later violence 
perpetration . Thts pattern of results is 
consistent with prev1ous stud1es and sug-
gests that VIOlence-perpetration behav-
ior reflects be10g embedded in a cultural 
milieu in which drug use, thrill seeking, 
and getting hurt and hurting others are 
normative behav1or among lower socio-
economic status males, particularly Afri-
can Americans. 
The second-stage multivanable-sets 
models md1cated that among the drug 
use-related vanables, mariJUana use re-
mained the only statlsttcally 
nonredundant pred1ctor. Fear of V1Ctlm-
tzallon, V1Ctimtzallon, and not tru stmg 
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The probability of being 
above the median on 
violence-perpetration 
reports 1 year later 
varied from 25% to 93% ... 
the police a.ll remained significan t pre-
dictors when placed in the same model. 
Htgh -risk group self-identification and 
being a member of a gartg also remained 
stgnificant predictors when placed in the 
same model. Among the self-protection 
predtctors, only not staymg away from 
unsafe places and weapon carrying re-
mamed nonredundant predtctors. Among 
the demographtc vanables, relatively 
young age, mule gender, and Afncan 
Amencan cthn tctty remruned significant 
predtctors. When these predjctors were 
placed 10 o final, th1rd-stage multlvan-
able model, only manJuana use, not trust· 
ing the pohcc as protection agents, self-
identifyiOg wtth a h1gh-risk group, not 
staying away from unsafe places, rela 
tively young age, a nd ma le gender, along 
with baseline violence perpetration, re-
mained nonredundant predictors at p<.05. 
As med1an spht-type nsk factors, these 5 
variables together predicted 93% of those 
above the med1an on v10lence perpetra-
tiOn as reported 1 year later. 
It tS not surpns10g that previous VIO-
lence perpetratton is by far the strongest 
predictor of Inter perpetration; the best 
predictor of a behav1or ts lls occurrence 
10 the past 17 Perhaps vtolence perpetra-
tiOn becomes a habtt ; ll may become 
taken for granted wtthm the soc1al ml-
heu in which 1t occurs. 
It IS cunous that mariJuana use was 
the only nonredundant drug use-related 
predictor of violence perpetrat ion. The 
relevance of marijuana use to the perpe-
tration of violence has been debated for at 
least 60 years in the United States.3 • 
Some work has suggested that marijuana 
use mtght inh1b1t expressiOn of aggres-
SIOn, but most studtes do 10dicate a posi-
ttve assoc1at1on between manjuana use 
and vtolcnce perpetration controlling for 
variables such as other drug use.34 35 One 
mtght speculate that recent pro-mari-
JUana rap mu s1c assoc1ates marijuana 
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It is curious that 
marijuana use was the 
only nonredundant drug 
use-related predictor of 
violence perpetration. 
use with potentially violent behaviOr 
withm a subculture of youth, that direct 
effects on loss of inhibitions leads to vio-
lence, that the tUegality of 1ts use tends to 
become assoc1ated wtth other devtant or 
problem-prone actiOns such as vtolence, 
or that martJuana-use prevalence IS 
higher and a more reliable predictor of 
vanous behaviors than is the use of other 
1ll1clt drugs. All of these poss1ble explana-
uons should be pursued. 
It also IS cunous that not trusting po-
hce as protection agents and ventunng 
tnto dangerous areas are both 
nonredundant prospective predictors of 
vtolence perpetration. Perhaps neighbor-
hoods that contmually undergo rapid popu-
lation changes encourage less attach ~ 
ment to the neighborhood and less sur-
veillance of pubhc places; thus, violence 
perpetration and victimization rates in-
crease.36 (Both fear of victimization and 
victtm1zallon were marginal pred1ctors 
m Table 3.) Alternatively, or in additiOn, 
poss1bly some youths take it upon them-
selves to protect their neighborhood, lead-
mg to zealous attempts at controlling or 
patrolhng others. These youth may Iden-
tify wtth a h1gh-nsk group that asSOCiates 
1tself wtth a soc1al 1mage of being tough . 
Of course, these Interpretations are 
speculative. Future research should ex-
amme these 1mpltcallons of neighbor-
hood d1sorgamzat1on. 
High-nsk group self-identification was 
a s1gntficant pred1ctor m all models, sug-
gesting e1ther the operation of a violent 
social milieu or social perceptions that 
condone or facilitate violent behavior. 
Because h1gh-nsk group self-identlfica-
uon was a better predictor of violence 
perpetration than reportmg ever being m 
a gang, poss1bly there are more self-Iden-
tified groups than just gangs that are 
associated with v1olence. An examma-
uon of violence perpetratwn at follow-up 
from spec1fic group names at basehne 
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reveals that all self-identified high-risk 
groups reported relatively high and equiva-
lent mean levels of violence the next 
year. The one excepuon was for the •heavy 
metalers: who reported a mean level of 
vtolence that was lower than the other 
high-risk groups but still higher than the 
mean for all others. Thus, bemg a •rap. 
per: •stoner: or •tagger: and to a lesser 
extent, a •heavy metaler,'" or bemg a 
•gang member,'" s1gnifies greater risk for 
violent behavior. Apparently, h1gh-risk 
group self-identification suggests youths' 
awareness of their status as problem-
prone youth, at nsk for a variety of socuu 
maladies includtng drug use and vio-
lence.lO 11 
Finally, relatively young age and male 
gender within this sample of continua-
tion h1gh school youth remained a s1g 
ntficant predictor of v1olence perpetra· 
tton (Afncan Amencan ethmc1ty was a 
margmal predictor in Table 3) . Poss1bly, 
older youths have adJusted to the1r new, 
conttnuatton h1gh school environment 
after leaving the regular h1gh school sys-
tem. Alternatively, older youths may have 
become more focused on graduating and 
changing the1r hves. On the other hand, 
younger male youths may feel a need to 
demonstrate their prowess m their new 
school context. By engaging in violent 
acts, they may be trying to protect them-
selves (albeit unsuccessfully) from threats 
from new school acquaintances. Agam, 
more research IS needed to examme th1s 
1ssue w1thtn th1s school system, espe 
cially because a positive association is 
found between age and v1olence among 
general populations of you th. 11' 
Potential prevention-program 1mphca 
t1ons of these results mclude the need for 
correctiOn of misperceptions regarding 
the appropriateness of violent behavior 
under d1fferent Circumstances, the need 
for expanded or Improved agents of protec-
tiOn m changing neighborhoods (eg, po-
hce relations camprugns or more pollee), 
instruction m effective violence-avoid-
ance strategies in dangerous areas, and 
programming to help youth transition 
smoothly to the continuation h1gh school 
env1ronment. These implications are 
speculative, of course, but worthy of test-
ing m the development of VIOlence-pre-
ventiOn programming. Exposure to trau 
mat1c events has been found to be associ-
ated wtlh posttraumatiC symptomatology 
in male adolescent juvemle offenders, 
h as hypervigilance, nigl-
sucs and somatic compla 
biB • · tt some attention to pos ~au 
disorder symptom red~cllon 
or cogruttve re~trufctunng) n 
consideration m uture wo1 
youth . 
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importance of perception: 
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arrest records) . Sixth, m 
ancc in v1olence perpetl 
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type model; much more 1 
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others. Thus, being a •rap-
• or •tagger, • and to a lesser 
!avy metaler: or being a 
:r , • signifies greater risk for 
vi or. Apparently, high-risk 
!ntification suggests youths' 
f their status as problem. 
at nsk for a variety of social 
:luding drug use and vio-
atively young age and male 
1 this sample of continua-
1ool youth remained a sig- I 
.ictor of violence perpetra-
American ethnactty was a 
jtctor in Table 3). Possibly, 
have adjusted to their new, 
1
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htgh school environment 
the regular high school sys-
vely, older youths may have 
focused on graduating and ) 
r hves. On the other hand, 
youths may feel a need to 
their prowess in their new 
xt. By engagi ng in violent 
y be trying to protect them-
unsuccessfully) from threats 
hool acquaintances. Aga m, 
1 ts needed to examine this 
thts school system, espe-
e a positive association is 
n age and vtolence among 
at10ns of youth.16 
•revention-program imphca-
results include the need for 
misperceptions regarding 
tteness of violent behavior 
"lt ctrcumstances, the need 
)r tmproved agents of protec-
~ng netghborhoods (eg, po-
campaigns or more police), 
n effective vtolence-a voJd-
•s in dangerous areas, and 
to help youth transition 
he continuation high school 
. These imphcations are 
f course, but worthy of test-
!velopment of violence-pre-
ammmg. Exposure to trau-
1as been found to be associ-
>ttraumatic symptomatology 
escent juvemle offenders, 
such as hypervigilance, nightmares, pho-
bias, and somatic complaintsY Thus, 
some attention to posttraumattc stress 
disorder symptom reductton (eg, flooding 
or cognitive restructuring) may also need 
consideration in future work with these 
youth . 
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
There are at least 8 limitations of the 
information presented. First, the results 
of this study are only generalizable to 
subjects who are similar to those exam-
ined in this study. Continuation high 
school students differ in many important 
ways from general population youth.19 20 
Also, this sample was highly hete roge-
neous ethnically. It is possible that these 
results differ from other, more homoge-
neous populations of youths. However , 
the relattvely large number of schools (2 1) 
and students (approximately 870) used in 
this study provides some confidence that 
results would replicate for similarly com-
posed populations. Second, future re-
search should examine ethnic-group dif-
ferences in the meanings of violence. For 
example, perhaps violence is a means of 
self-protection for one group but a means 
of acquiring status for another. A thor-
ough Jis t of such variables is no~ con-
tained herein . Third , self-report tnher-
ently incurs potential for bias in a ny 
study. However, the associa tions found 
were not likely to be caused by response 
biases because the reports from the 
baseline anonymous surveys did not dif-
fer from those of the confidential surveys. 
Fourth, the police-protection measure 
used was a limitation . Thts measure was 
tacked on only measured at the second 
wave. Addttwnally, th1s measure con-
sisted of only 1 item . Still, our other 
results do not change if the measu re had 
not been used. Our findings suggest the 
importance of perceptions of pohce pro-
tectiOn, but more work is needed with 
multtple items measured at a first wave. 
Fifth several of the mstruments mea-
sured herein should be examined further 
to better demonstrate their construct va-
ltdity (eg, violence perpetration should 
correlate WJth school suspensions and 
arrest records). Sucth, most of the vari-
ance in vtolence perpetration rematned 
unexplamed , even though the R-squ~e 
was moderately htgh for a psychosOCJal-
type model; much more research mto the 
pred1ctton of vwlence perpetration needs 
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to be completed. Seventh , these results 
are limited to those who had telephones. 
Those without telephones may or may not 
exhibit more problem behaviors later in 
time although those followed up at school 
(not 'followed by telephone) did not differ 
from the full sample at follow-up on the 
measures included herein. Also, the data 
collected confidentially at baseline (which 
became the pool of those subjects fo~lowed 
up later, primarily by telephone) dtd not 
differ from the data obta ined anony-
mously.u 24 Thus, it is not likely that re-
sponses varied due to differing respo~se 
dema nds. Finally , although prospecttve 
empirical studies such as the present 
one a re sorely needed, more theoretically 
rich studies are imperative to better un-
derstand the roots of adolescent violence. 
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